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A Philadelphia narcotics cop is shot dead in his home. A bar owner's wife and partner are gunned

down during an attempted robbery. And in a beautiful mansion, a young woman dies of a heroin

overdose. At first the crimes seem unconnected. But these four deaths are about to trigger a

massive convergence of corruption, cops, and the mob that could tear the Philadelphia Police

Department apart from the inside out. All the way to the top...
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My husband reads Griffin. He gave this book a 4 star only because he prefers the military novels

over the police stories. The series is engaging though...held my hubby's attention, and that's a big

challenge! So I would give the book FIVE stars for that reason alone. He says the police series is

cleaner than the war novels...

Same characters with more development. Plot continues. More cases develop. Interest in story line

continues. You enj i y t h e personal life as well as the professional. Enj i y the read. We are moving

on to his next.

What can you say you either like Griffin or you don't. If you like him you will enjoy this novel and this

series. He always seems to pick the right kind of heros, cops, Secret Service, OSS, War heros

(Army, Aviators, enlisted and officers). If you like larger than life heros, like those written by



Patterson and others like him then read Griffins novels, this series is a good one to start on and you

can pick up these books really cheap or look at the local librarys.

The Badge of Honor series was a clear success. If you enjoy law enforcement novels this series is

for you. the progression of the characters throughout the series is very good, especially early on in

the series.

I have always enjoyed (a lot) Griffin's novels, I have read all the Brotherhood of War and the Corps

series. So far, I believe that the Badge of Honor is a bit less developed than the other series and the

books tend to end rather abruptly; almost as if there was a word limit.I especially did not like this

ending.Good interesting reading though and very nice page turner.

Good read. Plenty of action and plots/sub-plots. Keeps your interest! Probably really a 5 star, but

following all the characters introduced and keeping them straight takes a bit more memory than I

have available!

Good book - maybe the best in the Badge of Honor series so far. Griffith always is to repetitive of his

background development, repeating the same tales endlessly so as to provide filler to his otherwise

lightweight-in-content books, but its still a good story, well told.Just ignore his Republican

pattern-format where all the good guys are uber-rich and always "special" this and "special" that.

That part is utter bulls***.

In short, what looked like a detective novel with who dunnits and good guys and bad guys, it is not.I

never fully got an idea of who was who in here. And when I did Griffin kept adding more and more

people to the story rather than just using those we already met.The bottom line is that the murder is

none of the people you would suspect, BUT is introduced in almost the last chapter and is out of the

blue introduced. In short, I wasted a lot of time reading this book and would like to tell you that you

should avoid this.Read the TWO GERORGES instead.
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